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Abstract
The  dissertation  thesis  called  „Polish  catholic  Radio  Maryja“  deals  with
phenomenon of the polish radio Maryja. This radio has specific position between
the others catholic media. In some cases it is impossible to compare it with any
other polish radio stations. For more than 18 years radio Maryja is ruled by
charismatic priest – father Tadeusz Rydzyk and it has indispensable impact on the
socio-political events in Poland. Around the radio grew hardly controlled, isolated
society – conglomerate of various media, institutions, foundations, movements
and educational establishments. Members of the conglomerate (up to six millions)
have created unique group involvement which is connected not only by common
thinking  about  religious  tasks,  but  also  by  idea  about  common causes.  The
dissertation thesis called „Catholic Radio Maryja“ describes history of the radio
and  the  conglomerate  and  analyze  the  content  of  transmission  “Unfinished
conversations” by using the qualitative content analysis. It tries to collect – from
the radio point of view – positive and negative values which represent “the good”
and “the evil” in actual social tasks.
